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In a fugue, as in life, an idea is proposed and a response ensues. A musical premise (in this genre 
referred to as the “subject”) is elaborated on via key changes and a number of trills and variations 
that ultimately converge at the work’s end. In her new body of work, titled Herfugue, the painter 
Mira Dancy presents a spare, somber group of figurative works on paper and sculptures placed 
at a physical remove from each other within the gallery, their depictions seemingly lost in 
thought. While a (somewhat tenuous) analogy, Dancy’s fugue thematic takes on a female 
perspective here; her call and response subtly piercing, although it remains unclear where its call 
is intended to land. 
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Dancy’s paintings have almost exclusively featured monumentally-scaled women, depicted in 
various poses reminiscent of figuration from Western art-historical painting—the reclining 
odalisque, bather, mother with child. Her figures sometimes compositionally strain against the 
confines of their grounds. They slouch in lurid abstract landscapes that recall the loose, acridly 
hued backgrounds of the German expressionist Ernst Ludwig Kirchner, or float in embryonic 
streams of fuchsia and cobalt fluid. Yet “subject” is far too static a term to apply to these slippery 
characters, who each appear instead as physical materializations of interior tensions so private 
one is hard pressed to define them. 

This introspective elegy plays out in two large-scale ink drawings on paper, titled Liberty’s 
Skyscraper and Liberty in the Street (all works 2019). Both figures avoid our gaze. These 
imposing but glassy-eyed Lady Liberties are joined by two additional self-standing transparent 
green acrylic sheets: the solo sculpture Herfugue and the adjacent Herfuse, in which female 
forms silhouetted in purple neon tubing—the show’s only coupled bodies, whose intertwined 
limbs resist each other’s company, arching their backs as if leaning away, even as their fingers 
entwine—and by four additional floor drawings, works made of raked and shaped black sand. In 
the center of one of these sand drawings, the circular Manhole, the word “HERFUEL” has been 
inscribed in the sand by the artist’s finger. 

 Dancy started out as a poet, and wordplay inspires her practice. Excerpts of a poem she wrote 
are painted on the gallery’s pillars. Per the artist, the poem, “Amalgam,” was inspired by Dancy’s 
imagining of the Statue of Liberty abandoning her post and aimlessly wandering the trash-
clogged, sodden streets of late-winter Manhattan. “Fugue” thus takes on a secondary meaning 
here: a disoriented, disassociated state of mind. 

 Progressive conjugations, including herfuel, herfume, herfuse, and now herfugue, are a constant 
in Dancy’s titles—verbal prompts for her depictions of women whose otherwise stereotypical 
poses are complicated by their interior inscrutability and sense of being on their way somewhere 
else (somewhere better?). What remains unclear is whether Dancy intends for her harried and 
distracted individuals to unite in a final concerted coda (as recent political efforts have 
attempted)—or if her women will continue to wander myopically in a climate that has never felt 
more discordant and precarious. 

Mira Dancy: Herfugue runs from September 15–November 10, 2019 at JOAN (1206 Maple Ave. 
Suite 715, Los Angeles, CA 90015). 
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Mira Dancy 
NEW YORK, at Chapter NY 
by Alina Cohen 

Mira Dancy, Hollow Body, 2017, acrylic on canvas, 76 by 96 inches; at Chapter NY 

Countless styles of NASTY WOMAN T-shirts, a Secret deodorant campaign focusing on women’s 
work-related stress, over four thousand results when you search for “feminist buttons” on Etsy—
the evidence abounds that consumerism and feminism are more deeply entwined than ever. 
Brooklyn-based artist Mira Dancy’s recent exhibition of paintings, neon signs, and works on 
paper—which spanned Chapter NY’s two Lower East Side spaces—fit squarely into this 
entanglement. In the show, whose title, “Call NOW,” evoked the urgency with which we’re 
advised both to respond to infomercials and to telephone our senators, Dancy offered images of 
female empowerment alongside text components that highlight echoes between advertising and 
protest language. 

The large-scale painting Her Sex // Her Say (2017) reads as a billboard advocating sexual 
autonomy. Three women are shown reclining, each resting on an elbow. In different shades, on 
different planes, they inhabit their own worlds. The top woman, the largest, is nude. Beyond her, 
horizontal lines and planes convey land and sky, while vertical lines suggest trees and other 
flora—she’s a natural woman in a natural setting. A white shape that demarcates her forehead and 
nose resembles a lightning bolt. Indeed, power and energy seem to course through her wavy hair 
and radiate from her long, curving fingers. With her soft stare and closed mouth, she confronts us 
with a contented, assertive expression, as if to say she doesn’t really care what we think of her. The 
women below her are clothed; both wear dresses and one, with her leg bent and foot in front of her, 
displays a high heel. In block letters, the phrase HER SEX sprawls down the left side of the image 
and HER SAY across the bottom right.  
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Dancy has stated that she’s interested in the advertising culture that markets products to make 
women feel more feminine. Her images call on viewers to reexamine ideas about femininity, 
power, and strength, particularly as language conflating activism and consumerism guides women 
toward becoming a single, unified group of purchasers. But while a certain digestibility might very 
much be the point at hand, Dancy’s text components can nonetheless seem a little obvious or silly. 
In front of Her Sex // Her Say—unnecessarily driving the point further home—hung a purple 
triangular neon work reading, ASK ME. In the bottom right corner of Herfume // Her Truth 
(2017), Dancy has scrawled HERFUME. If this phrase is meant to inject some humor, it also 
cheapens the powerful image, which shows a nude woman raising her right hand in the air and 
holding what looks like discarded shackles in her left, as multicolored flamelike shapes rise within 
and around her.  

Two particularly compelling works were the text-less paintings Hollow Body (2017) and Blue 
Mirror (2017). In both, the landscapes and the women’s bodies are rendered in a shared palette 
(intense reds, pinks, purples, and blues) that evidences a strong Fauvist leaning and seems to assert 
a connection between women and the natural world. In the former work, three women gaze upon a 
crouching fourth, who looks to be mid-fall. Despite the women’s divergent expressions and 
gestures—one appears aloof, one tilts her head, one covers her mouth with her hand—they’re all 
poised to watch the woman go down, on her own. In Blue Mirror, a woman reaches toward a 
mirror that seems out of place in the otherwise natural setting. Both paintings ask us to consider 
how women view themselves and their peers, offering not advice or condemnation but open-ended 
questions of a sort that stands in contrast to the simplistic messages often found in ad campaigns or 
on protest signage. 
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WHEN WORDS FAIL 
ART | APR 2017 
By Scott Indrisek 
!

Mira Dancy. Photograph by Erin Leland. 

“How can you have an experience that feels like it opens up time a little bit?” Mira Dancy 
ponders, as she gears up for a late April exhibition with Chapter NY. It’s an apt query for an 
artist who isn’t afraid to mingle historical styles and references (Egyptian mythology, 
contemporary advertising aesthetics) in the pursuit of something strange and new. 

Consider the 10-foot-tall painting that hangs in her Gowanus, Brooklyn studio. The work has its 
genesis in Jules Joseph Lefebvre’s La Vérité (“Truth”), 1870, which she first encountered at the 
Musée d’Orsay in Paris. Moved by the monumental canvas—depicting a nude female holding up 
a small mirror in a very Statue of Libertyesque pose—she began her own distorted riff. The 
artist’s truth-wielding woman flaunts mottled, multi-colored skin; a few lengths of broken chain 
dangle from her lowered left hand. At some point during her creative process, Dancy says, the 
figure seemed to want to become Melania Trump; she resisted that pull, and now any such 
resemblance would be glancing at best. 

As a case study, this in-progress work allows for a condensed glimpse at the ways in which 
Dancy ingests influences—high and low, personal and topical—to advance the potentials of 
figurative painting. She’s as likely to draw from a historical masterpiece like Jacques-Louis 
David’s 1795 Psyche Abandoned as she is from a photograph of a bare-chested woman 
protesting a Kanye West model casting call. 
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Dancy’s Call from Violet, 2015. Installation view: Greater New York, 2015. Courtesy of MoMA PS1, Long Island City, New York. 

Lately, like most people, she’s had politics on her mind. Another unfinished painting in the 
studio—this one 10 feet wide—reminds her of the dimensions of a billboard, or even a banner 
that could be carried at a protest march. Three distinct female figures recline against a woozy, 
pink-red ground; we see the words HER SEX, HER SAY floating across the surface. Small, 
hidden clues are tucked away. For instance: a few wavy tendrils of foliage spell out the word 
Isis. (That’s a reference to the Egyptian goddess, a recurring figure in Dancy’s work, and the 
namesake of her 5-year-old daughter.) 

So who are the women—and it’s nearly always women—who populate these paintings? Dancy 
envisions them all as being part of the same amorphous, evolving “campaign,” whether they’re 
“ancient characters, or a very day-to-day, nameless everywoman.” What they’re selling or 
promoting, however, isn’t always apparent, despite a recurring word— HERFUME—that sounds 
like a scent Calvin Klein missed out on in the late ‘90s. In fact, as Dancy makes clear, their 
underlying gender might not even be so cut and dry. 
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Dancy’s Don’t Bury Me, 2016. Courtesy of the artist and Night Gallery, Los Angeles. 

The artist was raised Catholic, and she recalls the carved wooden crucifix in the church she once 
attended. “I’ve been thinking that all these women I paint, underneath, maybe they’re men,” she 
says. “This ‘starving Jesus’ is underneath so many of the bodies.” 

And sometimes Dancy’s bodies aren’t even readily recognizable as bodies at all. 
At her upcoming exhibition with Chapter, which will take place across two venues—at the 
gallery’s main location and another Lower East Side space— Dancy plans to reveal her neon 
sculptures. One of the proposed pieces, which she shows me in sketch form, is meant to resemble 
a sort of shield or “warrior’s chestplate,” as well as a human torso cut off at the neck, or a piece 
of “anthropomorphic pottery.” It’s ornamented with snippets of words—YES, NOW—a 
reminder that for Dancy, who started out studying poetry, that painting often has its roots in 
language. “There’s this sense of delivery of a voice that a poem provides. I think of the paintings 
as picking up on that voice.” 
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By Margaret Carrigan 
May 2017 
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‘Mira Dancy: FUTURE WOMAN // remake me’ at Yuz Museum, Shanghai 
BY BLOUIN ARTINFO  
January 09, 2017 

‘Mira Dancy: FUTURE WOMAN // remake me’ at Yuz Museum, ShanghaiView Slideshow 
Exhibition view of ‘Mira Dancy: FUTURE WOMAN // remake me’ at Yuz Museum, Shanghai 
(Courtesy: Yuz Museum, Shanghai ) 

VENUES 
Yuz Museum 

Yuz Project Room, an autonomous exhibition program that offers artists to generate site-specific 
artworks and projects, presents a solo exhibition entitled “FUTURE WOMAN // remake me,” 
showcasing the latest creations of American fauvist artist Mira Dancy (b. 1979) at the Yuz 
Museum, Shanghai through January 15, 2017. 

This first artist residency project established by the Yuz Museum intends to arrange for an 
atmosphere for cultural exchange, an occasion for non-local artists to gain knowledge of China 
and Chinese culture. Putting forward a feminist attempt, Mira Dancy has produced images of 
women that invoke diverse histories from Egyptian pictographs and Greek legends to promotion 
models. Her figures, regardless of their tranquility are never passive, they are progressive, 
extraordinary, and right away capture the viewer’s attention. The compositions on view 
encompass paintings, a site-specific wall mural, installations and works on paper. 

The exhibition is on view at Yuz Project Room, Yuz Museum, 35, Fenggu Road, Xuhui District, 
Shanghai, China. 
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Mira Dancy Is an Artist on the Rise and a Dynamic Name to Watch 
By DODIE KAZANJIAN 
JUNE 2016 

The artist in her Gowanus studio with her painting Don’t Bury Me, 2016 (far left) and works in progress. Acne Studios dress.  
Louis Vuitton boots. Photographed by Inez and Vinoodh, Vogue, June 2016 

Mira Dancy’s studio, in the Gowanus section of Brooklyn, is bursting with voluptuous nude 
bodies—fluorescent-pink, purple, and blue odalisques in fluid motion, painted larger than life on 
canvas, on shaped Plexiglas sheets hanging from the ceiling, and populating a vast black-and-
white mural that fills two walls. It’s a post-feminist paradise of women without men, free and 
independent, changing shape as they float through landscapes and interior spaces of their own 
imaginings. For Mira, 37, who recently broke through into the top echelon of emerging 
American artists, everything is happening at once. Since her January 2015 show at Night Gallery 
in Los Angeles, her work has been in demand from Hong Kong and Paris to MoMA PS1’s 
“Greater New York” show, and her name has appeared on any number of annual top-ten lists of 
artists to watch. It’s mid-April, and her second child is due this week—but you have the feeling 
it won’t slow her down for more than a moment. 

“Right now, there’s an idea of women painting women, and a return to the figurative—all this 
language of reclaiming the female body,” she says, “but for me, that’s a distant idea. I imagine 
the women in these paintings as characters with the flexibility of characters in an opera or a 
story. It’s not about a portrait of a woman, which is totally Matisse and Picasso, or about the 
woman as a subject. What I’m trying to do is generate an overall cinematic effect, from painting 
to painting to painting, where the women are moving from one to the next. It’s a continuous 
structure, not just a static subject.” 
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As you can tell from the above, Mira Dancy is a confident young woman who is in the midst of 
finding her voice. The Times’s Roberta Smith, reviewing Mira’s show at Chapter NY gallery last 
June, described her as “smart and full of possibilities,” an artist “revving her engines . . . fiercely 
and impressively.” She’s also open, earthy, and fearless. Her waist-length black hair is straight 
and shiny; her pink leggings and oversize sweater miraculously de-emphasize her pregnancy. “I 
do have an embarrassing amount of fluorescent pink and turquoise in my closet,” she says. “I’ve 
been wearing spandex leggings for as long as I can remember. I like the relationship to shape or 
silhouette, being a body on the street.” She’s like one of the women in her paintings: There’s a 
changeable quality to her, a refusal of the static, that goes along with her art-making, in which 
painting, drawing, sculpture, poetry, performance, and video can coexist or combine. 

Mira grew up in Merrimack, New Hampshire, near the Massachusetts border and not far from 
Boston. She’s the fourth in a family of ten children, and by chance, she was actually born in 
London. Her father, Chip Dancy, an electrical engineer who died a year ago, had been invited to 
set up banking systems in England. His wife, Marie, was six months pregnant, and he would 
have declined the offer if she had not insisted. “She said, ‘Are you crazy?’ ” Mira tells me. “ 
‘This is a once in a lifetime opportunity.’ ” Marie Dancy was a painter, eager for culture and 
ready for anything. Mira’s earliest memory is of watching her younger brother being born at 
home when she was two. (All of the Dancy children  were home birthed, and Mira is continuing 
the tradition.) For years, her bedroom was a closet with the doors removed and a stained-glass 
window her mother had made, and she slept on flat files with a piece of foam on top. 

Mira ran away from home at the age of sixteen, when she found out her mother was pregnant 
with her tenth child. “I thought, What the hell’s going on here? Are you ever going to stop 
having kids?” She stayed away for three days, then came back. Most of her siblings were 
superachievers, valedictorians in school and headed for M.I.T. But Mira wrote poetry and went 
to Bard College, where, in her first year, she took a foundation art class with Amy Sillman and 
suddenly thought, Oh, this makes a lot of sense. After that, there was no turning back. 

“Mira was already interested in paintings with invented spaces, the kind of work that flirted with 
bad taste, bad skills, and bad sources,” Sillman remembers. “Her natural bent was toward in-
your-face, dumb, awkward, stilted, outlandish, or crude figures. . . . But Mira has always been a 
lovely person, down-to-earth, unpretentious, funny, and warm. 

She graduated from Bard in the spring of 2001 and headed straight for New York City with four 
close friends. They moved in with a former Bard student who had graduated a year earlier and 
had an apartment in Greenpoint. Brooklyn was not yet the hip cultural souk it was rapidly 
becoming. They shared the rent, each paying $162 a month, and also the bed, which they 
occupied on a first-come, first-served basis, while looking for jobs. “This lasted for about six 
months, and it was a pretty magical time,” Mira recalls. She went to work as a receptionist for a 
downtown architectural firm, and a couple of months later, she was on the street when the two 
planes hit the World Trade Center. Soon afterward, she moved to Bushwick and began spending 
all her free time in a studio space she shared with six other artists in an industrial building in 
DUMBO. The others never appeared, and she would sometimes work all night. “The only living 
thing I’d see was a weird three-legged cat going in and out of the building,” she remembers. She 
was already into painting the body by then—women’s forms that channeled classical nudes, 
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Picasso and Matisse, and also the German Expressionist Ernst Ludwig Kirchner, one of her 
principal early influences. (Later, affinities developed with artists Dorothy Iannone, Chantal 
Akerman, and Sophie von Hellermann.) 

By August 2003, a tumultuous affair with her then boyfriend was falling apart, and she’d had her 
fill of office work. “I needed to take a trip,” she tells me. A friend of hers who grew up near 
Seattle had talked about a cabin that her father had built in the Cascade mountains, with no 
electricity or running water, and the two of them decided to go there. Mira bought a used white 
Honda Prelude, and they drove across the country. “My friend taught me how to chop firewood 
and pump water,” she says. “We were there together for about six weeks, and when she left to go 
to London, I decided to stay on by myself.” She stayed a couple of months, reading Nietzsche 
and painting, until December, when she “got kicked out by the snow.” Back in New York, she 
became an assistant to the painter Joan Snyder. “I was very resistant to the idea of going to 
graduate school, and not necessarily dying to have a show,” she says. By 2006, however, having 
seen so many of her friends move away or stop making art, she realized it was time to go to grad 
school and “refuel my artistic community.” She applied to Columbia and Yale, got into both, and 
chose Columbia. 

Almost immediately, she became the spark plug in a network of like-minded women students. 
“Mira’s studio was the place for deliberating and questioning what was going on,” says Davida 
Nemeroff, one of the group. “She drew the figure and set the scene. She believed that she should 
and would be recognized, and she really delivered on that. Mira has a way of making every 
situation better, more fun, funny, sensual, serious, political, poetic, and personal.” The artist 
Dana Schutz, one of her Columbia mentors and now her neighbor in Gowanus, says, “What 
struck me about Mira’s paintings was their precise and palpable balance, despite a complete 
disregard for what should work in a painting. They were like aliens! I remember a triangular 
shaped canvas with two blue balls and disembodied eyes—things that are bound to be awful in a 
painting, but she made it work! The whole piece had such a physical presence, it totally sucked 
you in.” 

Mira and her friends graduated in 2009, during the recession, and Davida, whose main focus was 
photography, went to Los Angeles. Her ambition was to start a new kind of gallery there, a 
gathering place where she and her friends could show their work and continue the conversations 
they had been having in Mira’s studio. The result was Night Gallery (Mira came up with the 
name), in a very old neighborhood called Lincoln Heights. At the beginning, it was open from 
10:00 p.m. until 2:00 a.m.—outside of business hours. The walls were painted black, in defiance 
of the traditional white cube, and the scent of marijuana was heavy in the air. Almost 
immediately, Night Gallery caught on as a haven for young artists. The first show, in 2010, 
featured Mira and two of her fellow students, Anna Rosen and Paul Heyer. Mira showed her 
“pillow paintings,” unstretched canvases with zippers that could be rolled up and carried in her 
suitcase, and then stuffed with foam when she arrived. Nothing sold, but nobody cared. 

Two years later, Mira had her first solo show there—paintings on transparent shower curtains, 
and acrylics on raw canvas of idyllic bathing nudes, menaced with a sense of horror lurking in 
the shadows. Los Angeles artist Laura Owens bought a painting from the show. By this time, 
Mira, who never moved to L.A., was a mother. Her first child, Isis, born in 2011, was named 
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after a girl she met when she was thirteen, but it also referred to the Egyptian goddess, “a 
supreme example of female power.” (The recent emergence of the word as an acronym for a 
terrorist movement has been somewhat traumatic.) Isis’s father is Max Rubinstein, whom Mira 
has known since they were both students at Bard. “We were good friends for a long time, but we 
were also secretly in love with each other,” she says. “We’ve been together since 2005.” Max, 
who worked for a nonprofit environmental agency, is currently studying to be a nurse. “I was 
unsure about having the first kid,” Mira tells me. “But he convinced me. If I fuck up as a mother, 
at least I know this child has the most awesome father. I don’t cook. He does everything. He’s 
been supporting my ability to be a mom and also to have time in the studio. He’s taking time off 
from his nursing studies because he’s going to be the primary caregiver of our new baby, at least 
for the next six months.” 

They live in the garden apartment of the brownstone house he grew up in, in Cobble Hill—his 
mother still lives upstairs—and they are happily unmarried. “We’re just together,” she says. “I 
prefer to call him my boyfriend. I don’t ever want to be referred to as ‘wife.’ ” Mira’s other main 
source of support is her network of strong women artist friends—Davida, Cara Benedetto, Anna 
Rosen, Jennifer Castle, Amelia Saddington, and sometimes Paul Heyer, the acceptable male. 
Mira has been tremendously influenced by the films of Rainer Werner Fassbinder, who used the 
same actors again and again in his movies; many of her friends, along with Mira herself, appear 
in her paintings. 

“The bodies I paint are not realistic by any stretch,” she says. “I often think of them as wearing 
‘nude suits.’ Their flesh is silver, blue, green, red, hot pink. The body is not the subject, but the 
medium.” 

Everything came together for Mira in her 2015 show at Night Gallery, “Is She Is She Psychic.” 
The title referred to then three-year-old Isis, whom she was thinking about while she made the 
works—fourteen paintings, two black and white wall drawings, hanging Plexiglas panels, a 
video, and a figurative neon-tube sculpture. One of the paintings showed Mira breastfeeding Isis. 
In another, an exotic-looking, nude hermaphrodite (with a penis) is outlined in hot pink against a 
screaming red and black background. A rave review in Artforum described Mira’s nudes as 
“dominant players, staring us down with wry smiles and forceful beauty . . . these neon deities 
strut with their own lurid force and elegant autonomy.” The show sold out, with several pieces 
going to major collectors, including Donald and Mera Rubell. Her prices tripled, and they’ve 
been rising steadily ever since. A solo exhibition opens at Shanghai’s Yuz Museum in October, 
and requests to show her work keep pouring in. 

Mira and I have been emailing back and forth about the new baby, who is expected any day. It’s 
a girl, and Mira is “pretty certain” that her name will be Uma, for the Hindu goddess. After Isis 
was born, she tells me, “my paintings got a million times better. It’s really interesting going into 
the second round of motherhood. I know it’s going to be great, and I know I can take a lot from 
it.” 

This just in: Uma Jade was born on April 16. Mother, baby, and boyfriend are all doing well. 
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Review: Mira Dancy’s ‘Yes’ 
By Roberta Smith 
June 25, 2015 

http://nyti.ms/1SNLiGT

ART & DESIGN

Review: Mira Dancy’s ‘Yes’
By ROBERTA SMITH JUNE 25, 2015

The title of Mira Dancy’s second gallery show in New York is simple and
open-ended: “Yes.” It reflects an artist giving herself permission to look back to
German Expressionism while setting her sights on female nudes who don’t have time
for the male gaze. She is preceded in different ways by Dana Schutz, Katherine
Bernhardt and Ella Kruglyanskaya.

One elongated odalisque spans two walls of the gallery, rendered in shades with
ink and brush. Reclining on a beach, she seethes with shadows and independence, a
landscape unto herself. Opposite is a similar figure outlined in blue neon with the
letters of the show’s title across her chest, giving a kind of autonomy to the sign
language of topless bars.

Three framed inky works on paper also feature nudes. In “Après Act,” one lies in
a landscape, looking spent, postcoital. “La Mujer” pares down the wall painting to a
few easy lines and a stormy sky. And in “Three Muses Blue,” purples and magenta
join black to depict three women who could be standing together in a shower, a
communal dressing room or backstage in a burlesque club. Theirs is a happy world
without men.

Ms. Dancy’s apparent goal of reclaiming the female body by borrowing from
male artists — Ernst Ludwig Kirchner, Matisse and William N. Copley — is smart
and full of possibilities. She also has an affinity for landscape (great trees). But so
far, she is mainly revving her engines, however fiercely and impressively.
Chapter NY

127 Henry Street, between Rutgers and Allen Streets, Lower East Side

Through July 10

Review: Mira Dancy’s ‘Yes’ - The New York Times http://www.nytimes.com/2015/06/26/arts/design/review-mira-d...

1 of 2 6/25/15, 2:34 PM
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DESCRIPTION OF WORK: My work revolves around making paintings, but each
new body of work extends into other forms. Writing poems and making short
videos are part of my process, and using other materials, such as neons, printed
vinyl, and Plexiglas elements, has helped me clarify a certain architectural and
psychological attitude I have toward exhibition space—that it’s haunted, that
images themselves are full of ghosts. 

THE MOST SURPRISING REACTION TO YOUR WORK YOU'VE RECEIVED:
Certain adjectives perplex me, but I would say that I’m generally working against
the mundane, male-centered read of “joyful naked ladies.” All of those words are
wrong to me. I’m interested in creating images of women that summon the
implicit trauma that comes with subjecthood, the gaps that are forged between an
inner and outer being. And I’m interested in sexiness, not just as a consumable
quality, but as a channel for the presentation of multiple splitting selves. I know
not every viewer is necessarily capable of perceiving this position, but I find this
limitation interesting in and of itself … and that this is more or less the basis of a
larger cultural shift taking shape today. The frequency of more kinds of voices
being heard, speaking fearlessly, from all kinds of bodies. 

DOES THE CURRENT ART WORLD FOSTER OR DEVOUR TALENT? That
totally depends on which part of the world you look at. My relationships with
other artists and with Night Gallery in particular have sustained me for a number
of years and helped me make my work better. There are, in fact, many galleries
and institutions that take their role in the art world seriously and work hard to use
whatever leverage they have to create platforms for discussions and growth. The
art market, however, is a different animal and seems to, for the most part, mimic
the amnesia and short-sightedness of the larger cultural headline machine—the
48-hour news cycle or whatever it is—a flattening where dollar amounts eat up any
chance for real talk about actual events or living things.

FAVORITE LIVING ARTIST: Dorothy Iannone. 

DO YOU LIKE HOW YOUR WORK APPEARS ON THE INTERNET? I couldn’t
possibly in good conscience say yes to that! My paintings function as big, body-size
beings, and they tend to be as temperamental and camera shy as I am. Their colors
are strong and lurid and problematic. Other materials I use, such as the neons or
Plexi mirrors, are photo-prone insta-magnets; that comes with its own can of
worms. But it’s interesting to experience this spectrum of (in)visibility
nonetheless.
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EXHIBITIONS: THE LOOKOUT 

Mira Dancy 
By Wendy Vogel 
June 18, 2015 

Mira Dancy at Chapter NY, through Jul. 10 
127 Henry Street 

Installation view of "Yes"; at Chapter NY. Courtesy the artist and Chapter NY. 

Exuberant, voluptuous female nudes luxuriate and pose in "Yes," New York-based artist Mira 
Dancy's playful show at Chapter. Screen Test in Agony's Garden (2015), an acrylic wall 
painting, stretches across the back corner of the tiny Lower East Side gallery, the crotch of the 
reclining figure suggestively placed where the two walls meet. This exhibition is the first to 
showcase the artist's works on paper, and the five acrylic-on-paper selections foreground Dancy's 
fluid Matissean lines, as well as her interest in the occult. Strokes of the artist's signature electric 
palette—here in shades of purple, blue and mint—animate Three Graces Blue (2013), the only 
drawing on view incorporating color. It appears opposite a figurative neon relief, Blue Flame 
(2015), the word "yes" incorporated into the loosely sketched figure of a buxom woman, its cool 
light lending the room a witchy glow. 
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MIRA DANCY: YES 
By Emily Steer 
June 18, 2015 

‘In this room, the line is haunted.’ So says Brooklyn-
based artist Mira Dancy of her inky works, where thick, 
jet-black lines depict the curves of the female body. 
In Yes at New York’s Chapter NY, Dancy takes her 
poetic contours from floor-to-ceiling pieces to more 
intimate framed work.  

Yes brings together a variety of works, with one painting 
taking up two of the gallery’s walls, a neon relief and a 
series of smaller works on paper from 2013 onwards. This 
represents a good cross section of Dancy’s practice, which 
often switches between engulfing, inky monochrome 
painting and vibrant neon. It is her approach to the female 
form that pulls it all together. 

The nude woman is not a new thing in art, but here she is 
something to be considered instead of ogled at. She holds 

an enigmatic power that is both seductive and motherly, flawed, real, yet mystical. Even full-
frontal genitals seem more natural than they do pornographic. ‘The images aren’t perfections, 
but amalgamations of all the who’s we were standing in the mirror when we saw our bodies 
flicker on the horizon.’ 

Dancy’s way of talking about her work sounds more like poetry than theory, and that’s a 
perfect fit. Her words float and jump with a freedom that is similar to the flow of her work. 
Her acrylic and ink lines are graphically spooky and she melts her subject, the sky and the 
land together, all following the hypnotic curves of her female forms. Her painting style is free 
and open, her lines are often simple but well placed. 

Her work has a kind of otherworldliness to it, looking at astronomy and the body within the 
wider universe. The electric blue flicker of the neon relief reflects this deep sensuality, an 
intriguing alternative to the classic red glow of marketed sexuality. These women are 
complex, each with a slightly different type of femininity that often takes a moment’s 
consideration to fully decipher. 

Yes is Mira Dancy’s second solo exhibition in New York, and is open to the public until 10 
July. 
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!
!
‘MIRA DANCY: Y E S’ AT CHAPTER NY 
BY The Editors of ARTnews !
JUNE!15,!2015!!

Mira Dancy, ‘Y E S,’ 2015, installation view. 
©MIRA DANCY/COURTESY CHAPTER NY 

Pictures at an Exhibition presents images of one notable show every weekday. 

Today’s show: “Mira Dancy: Y E S” is currently on view at Chapter NY in New York until July 
10. It features a wall painting, a neon relief, and a series of acrylic works on paper created
between 2013-2015.!
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Critics’ Pick: Mira Dancy 
By Andrew Berardini 
January 17, 2015 

Los Angeles 
Mira Dancy 
NIGHT GALLERY 
2276 East 16th Street 
January 17, 2015–February 21, 2015 

!
Mira Dancy, Isis, 2015, acrylic on canvas, 66 x 55". 
!

Dancy’s deployment of mythology and expressive lines puts her wholly in the wet, messy 
lineage of neo-expressionism—a movement riddled with a history of macho market darlings. By 
the 1990s, the name, for some, turned an intellectual smear, it’s mention bordering on the room-
clearing weirdness of “tristero” in Pynchon’s The Crying of Lot 49. But under Dancy’s brush, 
this fluid style gets a necessary jolt of feminism and a dark, gothy charm (closer to OG 
expressionists James Ensor and George Grosz) that was too often lost in those ‘80s pastel swirls 
and sploogy paint. Dancy’s nudes—which includes at least one hermaphrodite—are dominant 
players, staring us down with wry smiles and forceful beauty. Mythic figuration an antidote to 
anonymous abstraction, perhaps, but these neon deities strut with their own lurid force and 
elegant autonomy. 

!
!

Under shadowy neon and nighthawk noir, the lithe limbs 
and strong bodies of Mira Dancy’s numerous psychic ladies, 
perfume models, and mixed deities invitingly odalisque. 
This normally coy pose carries here a decidedly intense 
authority, more Marlene Dietrich than Marilyn Monroe (or 
perhaps more Siouxsie Sioux than Debbie Gibson). Dancy’s 
loose lines never goop into impasto in her paintings, but 
possess the super flatness of advertisements, which are 
clearly mimicked in her composition of elements and bold 
headlines for rhymable aromas (“Herfumes Perfumes”) and 
pawnshop clairvoyants. With allusive titles (Aries Red 
Moon Calendar and Isis, both 2014) and a retelling of the 
Isis/Osiris story on a sheet of Plexiglas hung with gold 
chains in the middle of the gallery, Dancy invokes ancient 
deities with incantatory utterance and witchy power. 
!
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Critics’ Pick: Mira Dancy and Sarah Peters 
By Paige K. Bradley 
November 2014 

New York 
Mira Dancy and Sarah Peters 
ASYA GEISBERG GALLERY 
537B West 23rd Street 
October 16, 2014–November 26, 2014 
!
This!two)person!exhibition,!featuring!Mira!Dancy’s!riotously!colorful!acrylic!paintings!and!
Sarah!Peters’s!tactile,!terracotta!sculptures,!pivots!on!the!template!of!the!female!nude!as!a!
ground!zero!for!aesthetic!experimentation.!Dancy’s!paintings!merge!sprawling,!busy!
compositions!with!comics)style!color!reminiscent!of!Gary!Panter!or!Mickey!Zachilli—all!
magenta,!acid!green,!teal,!and!banana!yellow!shot!through!with!silver!curves.!Take!Dream!
of!the!Unicorn!Tapestry!(all!works!2014),!wherein!a!figure!casually!stretches!out!her!arms!
while!her!legs!lie!loosely!crossed!at!the!bottom!of!the!frame.!The!intense!patterning!across!
both!figure!and!background!flattens!the!subject!into!colors!and!textures!resembling!a!
fragmented!screen!resolution!or!corrupted!pixels.!With!the!body!scrubbed!of!any!particular!
identifying!details,!the!impression!is!of!a!very!cyberpunk!version!of!Gaugin’s!lady!land.!
Another!large!painting,!Herfume!Perfume,!is!triangular!with!a!swarm!of!brushy!forms!that!
sometimes!coalesce!into!something!recognizable!and!sometimes!don’t,!building!a!dynamic!
momentum!to!its!topmost!point!stamped!with!a!blunt,!purple!font!stating!its!title.!Just!like!
the!phrasing,!her!paintings!treat!gestures!as!play.!

!

!
Mira Dancy, Herfume Perfume, 2014, acrylic on canvas, 
69 x 67". 

!
!

!

Peters’s!small,!tan!figurines!are!a!quiet!complement!
to!Dancy’s!exuberances.!Perched!on!white!plinths,!
their!unglazed!clay!surfaces!wear!kneaded!
impressions!and!have!slight,!delicate!features!that!
look!lovingly!inscribed,!as!if!with!a!blunt!fingernail.!
Figurine!with!Looping!Arms,!true!to!its!word,!
disregards!armature!in!favor!of!soft,!wormy!curves!
with!tiny,!rough!notches!for!nostrils!and!eyes!
recalling!a!ghoulish,!anime)type!rendering.!In!all!
these!works,!one!notes!that!the!female!form!is!less!
baggage!to!be!dealt!with!than!a!cipher!to!be!tossed!
around!in!a!fast!and!loose!game!of!suggestion!and!
rehearsal.!
!
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POST WOMAN 
By Natasha Stagg 
Winter 2015 
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